
HOW TO WRITE AN INTRODUCTION PARAGRAPH WORKSHEET

Writing Introductions. 1. An introduction or introductory paragraph is the first paragraph in any multi- paragraph essay. 2.
Successful introductions engage the .

The outline sentence will contain the main issue you will talk about. Create a topic sentence and intro. Help
him to get started on his essay by using his notes to fill out the outline below. He has finished his research and
suspects that his paper will be rather long. These worksheets will help students work towards writing high
quality introductions. The point being that after you read this; you will be able to do what. Introductory
Paragraphs â€” An introductory paragraph tells the reader what your essay is about. Grouping Thoughts Into
Paragraphs â€” Sort the details into two paragraphs by writing the letters of each sentence in one of the boxes.
Writing Paragraphs â€” Decide which details could go together into a paragraph and put an X on the line next
to those details. It gives a very bad and unprofessional impression. About Introductory Paragraphs The
introductory paragraph of an academic essay is very important because it sets the mood for the reader. Other
resources to use with this Writing an Introduction Paragraph Worksheet If you are teaching narratives, essays,
and research, be sure to use our Essays Resources , Narratives Worksheets , and Research Resources. The
thesis sentence defines your part in relation to the topic. Starting your paper off with an introductory paragraph
is the conventional way of academic writing. Then put a check mark next to the sentences that you think
belong in the introductory paragraph. Summer Fun â€” Janine is all over the place with her ideas. Teaching
writing such as essays, narratives, and research can be a fun and engaging experience for your children! If
your kids are learning about any of these writing skills, this resource can be a great way to help them explore
how to develop an effective introductory paragraph. Choose a quote that you like. Only the first few lines of
your essay will decide if the reader will read your paper till the end or not. What are Introduction Paragraphs?
On Education â€” : Below are three famous quotes about education. They will then use the lines to begin
writing their introduction paragraph of their paper. You mention all the necessary background details of it that
would help the reader in understanding your essay. Pretend that you are going to write an essay that has the
quote as its main idea. She does some research to help prove it. They tend to start off their essay with answers
in the first paragraph. Is a Tiny House for You? Paragraphs â€” This is kind of like a Language Arts jigsaw
puzzle. Teachers: Upgrade Now. The Pyramids at Giza â€” Paul is preparing to write an essay about the
pyramids at Giza. The Pattern of Introduction Paragraph The three basic elements of the introduction
paragraph are topic sentences, outline sentences, and thesis. Teachers can use this resource with one-on-one
meetings to help students improve their writing.


